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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
St John’s Hospital is a modern teaching hospital that provides a
comprehensive and expanding range of services for the people
of Lothian and beyond, the hospital is based at Howden in
Livingston.
There is a full paediatric service at the hospital, including an
acute receiving unit, special baby unit, paediatric ward and a
comprehensive range of outpatient services
It has a 24-hour Accident and Emergency department, which
has recently undergone extensive redesign and refurbishments.
The hospital has a reputation for excellence in maternity
services, with around 2,300 babies born at the hospital every
year. During 2014, the labour suite and special care baby unit
were refurbished and upgraded.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Edinburgh Children’s Hospital is looking to commission an artist(s)/design team to enhance two areas of the
hospital, creating separate designs for individual areas that join in one overarching cohesive project.

Paediatric Emergency Department
Working within the Emergency department the artist will create a design for the paediatric waiting area
including toilet, paediatric cubicle, a major treatment cubicle and resus bay.
This will involve the development and implementation of a coherent aesthetic design theme to flow through
these spaces and possible interactive enhancements where appropriate.

Maternity
Working within the labour ward and in patient maternity ward, the artist will create a design for the delivery
suite waiting area, the ground floor corridor, education room, day room and infant feeding room.

Budget £78'000 including fees, materials fabrication and installation costs.

PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
Paediatric Waiting Room and Toilet

Waiting Room

To create an interactive waiting room which
provides distraction, engagement and fun for
children and young people. This will also take into
consideration the adjoining toilet area.
Looking at seating, alongside interactive play and
artworks.

Toilet

PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT
Paediatric Triage, Minor and Treatment
Cubicles
Enhance two treatment cubicles including a paediatric
exam and a resus bay to inspire calm and wellbeing.
Cubicles are used by adults and children and young people

Paediatric Exam

Cubicle

MATERNITY

Maternity Ground Floor Corridor and Delivery Suite
Waiting Area

To create an identity for the maternity entrance corridor on the ground floor.
To make a warm and welcoming waiting area for the delivery suite where
expectant mothers, individuals and birth partners can wait.

Maternity Entrance Corridor

Delivery Suite Waiting Area

MATERNITY
Education, Infant Feeding and Day Rooms

Day Room
Education Room

To create warm welcoming safe spaces for mothers,
individuals and birthing partners.
To address seating and storage requirements of the
spaces.

Infant Feeding Room and Toilet

KEY PROJECT AIMS
Overarching Programme

Create a welcoming, comforting ambience throughout the building, that encourages people to focus on wellbeing
rather than illness.
Provide interesting creative focal points that stimulate the imagination to stretch beyond the walls of the built
environment.
Produce durable, low-maintenance and safe interactive artworks that meet NHS guidelines for infection control and
Health and Safety, ensuring design cohesion in relation to pre-established architectural, interior design principles.

KEY PROJECT AIMS
Paediatric Emergency Department
Enhance paediatric waiting areas including toilet by creating fun, engaging and interactive artworks which are of
specific relevance and interest to children and young people in a healthcare setting.
Create waiting zones that actively work to reduce boredom, stress and anxiety in children and young people
waiting for appointments.
Enhance treatment cubicles to inspire calm and wellbeing
Create an environment and experience that supports children, their siblings and family
Engage local children in commissioning and developing child- centred artworks for their local healthcare
environment.

KEY PROJECT AIMS
Maternity

Enhance maternity waiting and entrance corridor by creating a safe, warm, welcoming, waiting zone for expectants
parents, individuals and their caregivers.
Create multipurpose rooms, that are warm relaxing, calm, private and inviting for individuals and their caregivers and
staff.
Engage parents, staff and caregivers in commissioning and developing artworks for their local healthcare environment.
Create a comfortable private space for infant feeding.

PROJECT BRIEF
ENGAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
It is expected that the artist will lead a series of participatory workshops that give
people the opportunity to access and experiment with idea-making and creative play,
which will inform the final design.
Through the research phase the artist will be asked to develop an awareness of:
Social, cultural and historical context of the new hospital
Wider patient, staff and visitor needs
Paediatric Emergency Department
Child-centred & adolescent interactions in healthcare settings
Therapeutic value of art connecting imagination with the needs of children &
young people by developing a theme for the spaces
Maternity
Person-centred warm and safe environments
Following the maternity journey from delivery to ongoing healthcare engagement
and support.
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STAGE 1

RESEARCH AND CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The artist will:
Meet and expand the commissioning team (to include local children).
Familiarise themselves with the social, cultural and architectural context of the commission including liaison with the
design team and a commissioning group made up of project stakeholders.
Organise and lead a minimum of four full days (or the equivalent in half days) of practical workshop sessions to
interrogate these themes through direct engagement with community stakeholders.
Provide the commissioning group with a series of three potential routes for development including images, creative
rationale, proposed approach and outline costs. On approval from the commissioning group one concept will be
agreed for development.
Develop the agreed concept into a detailed, fully-costed proposal for implementation. This will include a comprehensive
fabrication, installation and maintenance schedule (the "Detailed Design Document".)

STAGE 2
DETAILED DESIGN, PRODUCTION& INSTALLATION
On approval of Stage 1, the artist, working with the commissioner and design team, will oversee the production and
fabrication of the agreed work in accordance with the Detailed Design Document.
On approval of the Detailed Design Document for Stage 2 the artist will:
Working with the commissioner and design team, will oversee the production and fabrication of the agreed work in
accordance with the Detailed Design Document.
Oversee safe and secure installation of the work and associated interpretation material at the agreed site, in
accordance with NHS Health and Safety and infection control guidelines.
Submit a comprehensive maintenance schedule for approval by the commissioning group and Client.

TIMESCALE
ARTIST/DESIGN TEAM RECRUITED: June 2022
CONSULTATIONS: July/August 2022
STAGE 1 DESIGNS EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT: 15 August 2022
DETAILED DESIGN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT: w/c 5th Sept 2022
FABRICATION EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT: September / October 2022
STAGE 1 DESIGNS MATERNITY: 12 September 2022
DETAILED DESIGN MATERNITY: w/c 3rd October 2022
FABRICATION MATERNITY: October 2022
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT INSTALLATION: September/October 2022
MATERNITY INSTALLATION: November 2022

SUBMISSION
TO APPLY
Please send the following information:
CV and overview of previous enhancement work
Your initial response to the brief
Outline of your key processes of a delivery – from concept to
installation.
A suggested Budget breakdown
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Please send your submission to arts@echcharity.org

SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE is 12.00pm on 15th June 2022.

INVITATIONS TO INTERVIEW will be issued by email on 16th June 2022
INTERVIEWS will take place via teams on Wednesday 22nd June in the morning.
Interviewees will be asked to make a 5 minute presentation to the commissioning team
before the interview takes place.

KEY CONTACT

Catherine Middleton Findlay
Arts Commissioner, Edinburgh Children's Hospital Charity
catherine.middletonfindlay@echcharity.org

FUNDING AND SUPPORT BY

